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Linux KVM virtualization is fully supported. KVM will run the Linux virtual machine on top of host X86 hardware, allowing the shared physical resources such as memory, I/O devices, and network cards, to be shared among multiple virtual machines. Forgot the channel you just set up? Maintaining a channel list allows you to easily re-program the
channel(s) at any time, without losing them. With a channel list, you can change the channel name, channel offset, channel transmit power, etc. on the fly. I keep this channel list in the Windows registry, stored on the SD card. I really like this radio. It has great features and is easy to use. I did have an issue with the programming software (64-bit). I

fixed it by doing a fresh install of Windows 10 then installing the 32 bit programming software. I did not discover this on my own. I dropped a message to BSR via their Contact link and 15 minutes later, I say (type) again, 15 minutes later Mark sent me an e-mail explaining about some folks with Win10 have to use the 32 bit version. 15 dang
minutes! Unbelievable!! I was expecting a two day return time. The programming software is a pain in the behind but it is pretty useable. Like I said I really like this radio. Best of all, it is inexpensive and built like a tank. I give it a 10/10. The FileSys and FSLib libraries for Windows 10 now support Advanced Encryption Standard 256. This is important

for computing systems that process sensitive data and information in applications such as financial services, secure communications, and national security. Microsoft also enhanced File System support for encryption capabilities for Windows 10. This will enable encryption for files and folder that are stored using the default system encryption
methods.
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There is a bug in the latest versions of Microsoft Windows OS that may prevent the Cryptographic Services from loading properly. This seems to be caused by the ccsr_ctx
library compiled with version 8.1 of the Microsoft Windows OS. Users can fix this issue by either upgrading their Microsoft Windows operating system to the latest version or

disabling the Cryptographic Service Manager through the registry. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Cryptographic Services\<OCS_Version_v4>\Local\Disable
Windows JG 8 PRO X64 PL Full Version There is a known bug in the latest versions of Microsoft Windows OS that may prevent the Cryptographic Services from loading

properly. This seems to be caused by the ccsr_ctx library compiled with version 8.1 of the Microsoft Windows OS. Users can fix this issue by either upgrading their Microsoft
Windows operating system to the latest version or disabling the Cryptographic Service Manager through the registry. There is a known bug in the latest versions of Microsoft
Windows OS that may prevent the Cryptographic Services from loading properly. This seems to be caused by the ccsr_ctx library compiled with version 8.1 of the Microsoft

Windows OS. Users can fix this issue by either upgrading their Microsoft Windows operating system to the latest version or disabling the Cryptographic Service Manager
through the registry. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Cryptographic Services\<OCS_Version_v4>\Local\Disable Windows JG 8 PRO X64 PL Full Version As reported in
Access Red Hat Network , the RHEL 8.4 x86_64 EL kernel patch that enhances the directory handle's UID/GID conversion in the VFS has been released. This new feature allows

processes running inside the container to access files from other containers (such as images and bind mounts). The following RHEL 8.3 X86_64 EL patches have been
released: 5ec8ef588b
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